In a program built exclusively for Food Science, Culinary Science and Nutrition majors, Clemson University in partnership with TEAN have designed an unparalleled academic and cultural offering. In a one-of-a-kind semester ‘down-under’ students will not only fulfill major requirements alongside their Australian peers but also undertake a paid summer internship guaranteed to enhance any resume.

Students will have an opportunity to be part of and directly experience the environment of two Australian universities in the cities of Sydney and Melbourne. A highlight of the program is the exposure program participants gain to the Food Science industry directly through a number of field experiences and visits to Australian companies and organizations.

Invaluable experience in the culinary and hospitality industry will be gained by working directly in the food and beverage field in the 12-week paid summer internship. Included cultural and social activities, onsite knowledgeable Resident Directors, an in-depth orientation plus opportunities for travel, make this program an unbeatable opportunity for students in terms of experience and value.

PROGRAM SUMMARY

MELBOURNE: 24 JAN- 7 FEB 2015

Begin your program in Melbourne, Australia, arriving just in time to enjoy the summery Australia Day celebrations with events throughout the city.

For the next two weeks you’ll undertake the three credit course: ‘Food Analysis and Quality Assurance’ based at Deakin University in Melbourne. During this time, you will also travel to Deakin’s Warrnambool campus via the spectacular Great Ocean Road for five days of classes in a coastal environment with field trips to experience the local dairy industry and food manufacturers. Deakin University is a comprehensive university ranked in the top 100 universities in the world, and hosts what is considered to be the top Food Science program in Australia.

SYDNEY: 8 FEB - 15 MAY 2015

Travel to Sydney where you will spend your semester at the International College of Management, Sydney (ICMS), a leading business school with a focus in the areas of Hospitality Management, Event Management, International Tourism and Sport Management. ICMS is situated on 20 hectares of parkland, with the centerpiece of the campus a heritage listed building over 100 years old, overlooking Sydney’s famous Manly beach. The campus is a 5-minute walk to Manly beach and shopping precinct with its cafes, restaurants and boutiques, and only 15-minutes by fast ferry to the city center.

At ICMS students complete two required courses: Food Chemistry and Hospitality Operations 1. In addition, you will select two further courses from the regular ICMS course offerings.

INTERNSHIP: 25 MAY - 14 AUG 2015

Spend an additional 12-weeks in a full-time paid internship in the food and beverage industry typically with 5-star hotels. Placements are arranged by ICMS with the option to be based at a hotel or resort anywhere in the country or remain in Sydney. You will work a minimum of 40 hours per week, and paid minimum wage, which in Australia is approximately US$17/hour.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS INNOVATIVE FOOD SCIENCE STUDY ABROAD SEMESTER AND INTERNSHIP ABROAD VISIT WWW.TEANABROAD.ORG/FOOD-SCIENCE-AUSTRALIA
PROGRAM INCLUSIONS

- Full tuition (up to 15 credits) • All academic field trips while in Melbourne
- Official Clemson University transcript • Pre-arranged housing with internet
- Orientation programs to Melbourne and Sydney • All meals in Sydney for semester and summer
- 12 week paid internship in food and beverage industry
- Cultural activities throughout the program (3 included experiences during semester)
- Pre-departure advising and materials • Visa and flight assistance/advice
- Comprehensive health and travel insurance

Services of local TEAN Residents Directors in both Sydney and Melbourne • Airport pick up in Melbourne and Sydney

PROGRAM FEES:

SEMESTER ONLY PROGRAM (15 WEEKS)

Clemson Tuition $7,647
Program fee $8,048
Room and Board $4,300
PROGRAM TOTAL $19,995

SEMESTER & SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM (27 WEEKS)

Clemson Tuition $7,647
Program fee $8,148
Room and Board $7,600
Program Subtotal $24,295
INTERNSHIP EARNINGS (MINIMUM): $8,160
PROGRAM TOTAL (LESS INTERNSHIP EARNINGS): $16,135

www.TEANabroad.org